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Unusual ocean-atmosphere
Indian Ocean during 1994

conditions in the tropical
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Abstract. The southeasterntropical Indian Ocean (SETIO) was characterizedby unusuallycold sea surfacetemperature (SST) and strongnorthwestwardalongshoresurface winds during 1994. Using multi-source data sets including ocean model simulation, two key processesare identified for the SETIO cooling. Entrainment cooling produced
most of the negative SST anomaly near the coast whereas
evaporative cooling dominated the process away from the
coast. Convection was anomalously suppressedover SETIO
and the divergenceof moist air from the region helped the
local evaporative process.This also led to anomalousmoisture transports that explain the enhanced convectionover
the central equatorial Indian Ocean, India and East Asia.
The positive feedbackbetweenthe enhancedand suppressed
convectionregionsin turn helped maintain the surfacewind
anomalies. These evidences clearly indicate the existence
of an ocean-atmospherecoupledphenomenonin the Indian
Ocean during 1994.

Yamagataet al. 1996; Masumotoand Meyers 1998]. The
variability associated with the passage of the equatorial

Yoshida-Wyrtki jet [Wyrtki 1973] affectsthe thermocline
depth along the Indonesiancoast [Vinayachandranet al.
1999]. However,the processpeaksonly during the transition months of spring and fall. Therefore, it is interesting to
understand the key dynamics and thermodynamics that are
responsible for the 1994 boreal summer SST anomalies in
SETIO considering the anomalous conditions as described
above. To address the problem, we have made diagnostic

analysisof NCEP reanalysisdata [Kalnay et al. 1996],SST
data [Reynoldsand Smith 1994],TOPEX/POSEIDON sea
surfaceheight anomaly data, precipitationdata [Xie and
Arkin 1996] and experimentswith an intermediateocean
model [McCrearyet al. 1993].

The spatial pattern of the summertime SST anomaly
from the data clearly showsa dipole structure in the south-

1. Introduction
A conspicuousfeature in the southeasterntropical Indian

Ocean (SETIO) during 1994was the occurrenceof an unusually cold sea surfacetemperature (SST) anomaly. The
cold anomaly started developing around the beginning of

1994 (Fig.la), attained very large amplitude (< -2øC) during the northern summer monsoon months and continued
into

fall.

Examination

2. Oceanic processes

of SST

data

from

1982 did not re-

veal any colder anomaly in the previous years reachingsuch
large amplitude in SETIO region. West of the cold anomaly,

a warm SST anomaly(0.5øC)prevailedin the centralIndian
Ocean (CIO). Moreover,there was a drop (rise) in the sea
level over the $ETIO (CIO) as revealedfrom the sea surface height anomaly (Fig.lb). Like SST, winds were also
unusualin the tropical Indian Ocean during 1994. From the

crosssectionsof wind stressanomalies(Figs.lc & ld), it
can be seen that the easterly anomaly of magnitude greater

than 0.1 dyn cm-2 coversmostof the tropicaloceaneastof
60øE. The correspondingsoutherly anomaly is confined to

ern tropical Indian Ocean (Fig.2a) having a cold eastern
pole east of 85øE in the SETIO and a warm western pole in
the CIO. Strong southeasterly wind stressanomalies prevail
over the cold pole; while easterly anomalies dominate over
the warm pole (Fig.2a). In order to simulate the oceanic
processes,we adopt the 2.5 layers ocean model known to
producea fairly realisticsimulationof the climatology[Mc-

Creary et al. 1993] as well as the interannualvariability of
SST in the Indian Ocean [Beheraet al. 1998]. In short,
the model has two active layers, which interact with each
other through entrainment and detrainment while conserving mass and heat of the total system. The top layer is
composed of a well-mixed upper turbulent sub-layer and a
non-turbulent fossil sub-layer. The upper sub-layer entrains
or detrains water due to turbulent mixing generated by both
wind stirring and surface cooling. The temperature of the
upper sub-layer is considered as the model SST. For further details of the model, readers are referred to McCreary

the east of 80øE.

et al. [1993]. The model is forcedusingthe surfacefluxes

It is well known that the annual cycle of the monsoon influences the seasonal changes in the Indian Ocean

derived from the daily NCEP reanalysis data. Computations of the latent

and sensible

heat fluxes make

use of the

throughlocal and remoteresponses
[McCreary et al. 1993; model simulated SST. The model is first spun up for 10 years
from an initial condition of rest using the daily mean surface
XAlso at Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology,Pune 411
008, India
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fluxesobtainedfrom a 7-year (1992-1998)climatology.Following the spin-up period, two 7-year experiments(EXP-1
and EXP-2) are carriedout. EXP-1 makesuseof the climatological forcingswhereas interannually varying daily fluxes
are used in EXP-2.

A difference

of EXP-1

and EXP-2

is thus

Copyright1999by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

intended to bring out the changesin the ocean responseinduced by the surface flux anomalies.
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The dipole in the simulated SST anomalies (Fig.2b)
agreesquite well with that of the observedanomalies(Fig.
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Figure 1. Longitude-time
crosssection
of a) Reynolds
SSTanomalyb) TOPEX/POSEIDONseasurfaceheightanomalyc) NCEP
zonal and d) meridional surfacewind stressanomaliesalong 7øS. SST anomaly contour interval is 0.5øC and negative values are
shaded. Sea surface height anomaly contour interval is 5 cm and negative values are shaded. Stress anomaly contour interval is 0.1

dyn cm-2 and negative(positive)valuesfor zonal(meridional)component
are shaded.A three monthrunningmeanis appliedto
smooth

the time

series.

2a). The model current anomalies(Fig.2b) are diverg- due to the northward shift of the maximum amplitude of the
ing westward from the Sumatran coast in responseto the cold anomaliesalong the coast as the strongersoutheasterly
anomaloussoutheasterlywinds. The massdivergencecauses winds move northward with the progressof the season. The
the upper layer to shallow by as much as 35 meters near entrainment(Fig.3c) and the latent heat (Fig.3d) terms are
the coast(figure not shown).At the sametime, anomalous found to be the two dominant contributors for the cooling
convergencecausesdeepening of upper layer in the central tendency. Negative anomalies of the entrainment term are
region. Near the Sumatra coast, the model cold SST anoma- seen east of 88øE centered close to the Sumatran coast with
lies match with the anomalousshallowingof the upper layer.
values
lessthan-35Wm-2. Ontheotherhand,thenegative
Farther away from the coast, however, the upper layer is
anomaliesdue to latent heat are extended up to 70øE and
not shallow enough to explain the cooling. The anomalies
the center is offset by several hundred kilometers from the
of SST and the sea surface height from the data also show
this miss-match(Figs.la and lb), whichsuggests
the role of
multiple processesfor the SETIO cooling as discussedin the
next paragraph. The seasonalmean upper layer depths in
the eastern tropical Indian Ocean, north of the equator, are
deeper compared to that of the south explaining the asymmetry in the SST anomalieson both sidesof the equator.
The contribution of each term in the model SST equa-

tion [McCrearyet al. 1993]in generatingthe coldanomalyis
diagnosed. The spatial pattern of model SST anomaly ten-

coastwith centralanomalyof-35 Wm-2. We alsonoteda
minor contribution

from the zonal advection

term with

cen-

tral valueof-5 Wm-2 nearthe coast.This suggests
that
the entrainment term is responsiblefor most of the strong
cooling near the coast whereas the latent heat term largely
contributesto the coolingfarther away from the coast. Mey-

ers [1996]has discussedthe role of upwellingfor the cold
anomaliesof[ Java found in the secondempirical orthogonal
function

i.e.

not related

to E1 Nifio

- Southern

Oscillation

dency(Fig.3b) is in fairly goodagreementwith that of the response. It can be noted that the reduction of the seasonal
data (Fig.3a). The plots showcooling(warming) tendency upwelling due to the positive anomaly in the entrainment
to the north (south) of 10øSin SETIO. This has happened term is responsible for the warming in CIO.
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Figure 2. The mean1994JJAS(June,July,AugustandSeptember)
anomalies
for a) Reynolds
SST andNCEP windstressb)
model SST and upper layer current. Contour interval is 0.5øC and negative values are shaded.
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Figure 3. The 1994summertime
anomaly
tendency
(difference
between
thelastweekof September
andthefirstweekof June)of a)
ReynoldsSST and b) modelSST. Contourintervalis 0.5øC and negativevaluesare shaded.The meanJJAS anomalies(EXP1-EXP2)

of the c) entrainment
term andd) latentheat term. Contourintervalis 10 Wm-2 and negativevaluesareshaded.

3. Anomalous atmospheric conditions

cending motions over India, East Asia and the CIO region

The cold anomaly in SETIO during 1994 coincidedwith
suppressedconvection as revealed from the precipitation

anomalies[Xie and Arkin 1996]shownin Fig.4a. At the
same time, enhanced convection prevailed over the equatorial CIO, India and East Asia. Considering a negative
phase of the Southern Oscillation during the 1994 summer,
one would have expecteda deficit monsoonrainfall over In-

dia for that season[Rasmusson
and Carpenter1983]. But,

and strongdescending
motionsoverthe SETIO region(figure not shown). Thus, the lower troposphericdivergence
i.e. associatedwith the suppressedconvectionover SETIO
is responsible for the surface wind anomalies. The wind
anomaliesare further enhanced by the surface convergence
due to enhanced convection over warmer waters in equatorial CIO. The anomalous convergenceand divergence are

eventraced in the wind stressanomalies(Fig.2a). So, the

anomalousatmospheric vertical cells produced by these two
anomalousconvectiveregionsand that over India and East
son [Parthasarathyet al. 1995]. Further, the convective Asia sustainedthe process. The feedbackmechanismin SEanomaliesare consistentlysupported by the observedcircu- TIO evolvedfrom the beginning of boreal spring and peaked
lation anomalies, from NCEP reanalysis, which reveal as- in the boreal summer and then died down as the monsoon
it so turned out that the Indian subcontinent surprisingly
experiencedone of the heaviest monsoon rains in that sea-
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Figure 4. SameasFig.2but for a) precipitation
anomalies,
contourintervalis 2 mm day-1 andvaluesgreaterthan 1 mm day-1

areshaded.
b) Theanomalies
ofrotational
component
(Q• - fzx V•bq) of Q in unitsofkg m-1 s-1 . Thescalar
•bqis the
streamfunction
andtheunitvector
fzisin thevertical
direction.
c) Thedivergent
((•x ----VX•) component
of(• expressed
askg
m-1 s-1. Thevalues
of scalar
X• i.e.thevelocity
potential
arecontoured.
Thenegative
anomalies
areshaded
andcontour
interval
is 5x106 kg s-1 .
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reversed. This can be clearly seen east of 90øE in the SST
and wind stressanomalies shown in Fig.1.
To gain further dynamical insight about the 1994 phenomenon, we have examined the anomalousmoisture transport using the NCEP reanalysis data. Past studies suggest that the cross-equatorialtransports of moisture from

the Indian Ocean[$aha and Bavadekar1973]and the Ara-
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are also due to Drs Y. Masumoto, T. Kagimoto, N.H. Saji and
P.N.Vinayachandran for helpful discussionsduring the course of

the work. The gridded TOPEX/POSEIDON

sea surfaceheight

anomaly data was downloaded from the website of The Center
for Space Research, The University of Texas at Austin. Figures
are prepared using the GRADS software.
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